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🐂 🐻 Ever wondered what characterizes bull and bear markets in cryptocurrency? We’ve got you covered!

#cointelegraph #explained #cryptocurrency

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Bull vs. bear crypto market: What's the difference and how to handle both
Bull vs bear markets: Learn their differences and how you can make strategic investments and earn profi...
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Vitalik Buterin shares the strategic focus for #Ethereum's continued development.
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Vitalik Buterin reveals Ethereum game plan for 2024
On X (formerly Twitter), Ethereum's founder, Vitalik Buterin, posted his revised roadmap for Ethereum in 2...
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In an intriguing intersection of technology and law, Michael Cohen, former lawyer of Donald Trump, recently
revealed he used AI chatbot Google Bard for generating legal citations, mistaking its capabilities for a
comprehensive search engine.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Trump's former lawyer blames AI for fake citations in legal documents
According to a court filing, Michael Cohen, Donald Trump's former lawyer, forwarded AI-generated legal c...
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👀 As we move into 2024, all eyes are on the much-anticipated Bitcoin halving event. But what’s the buzz
all about?
... See more
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Bitcoin halving 2024: Everything you need to know
Discover the significance of Bitcoin halving 2024 for the cryptocurrency market and its role in shaping th...
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ARK Invest was the spot Bitcoin ETF hopeful to file its final S-1 amendment ahead of the Dec. 29 deadline.
The SEC has reportedly stated that any issuer that misses the deadline will be not be included in the first
potential wave of ETF approvals in January. ... See more

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

ARK Invest kicks off Bitcoin ETF ‘amendment-athon’ ahead of deadline
ARK Invest has led the way for the first wave of amendments to Bitcoin ETF products on the SEC’s deadli...
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Ethereum co-founder Vitalik Buterin says his wants to make the network "cyberpunk" again, as he
emphasized the importance of decentralization, censorship resistance, open participation and credible
neutrality, among other things. ... See more
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Vitalik Buterin wants to ‘make Ethereum cypherpunk again’
Vitalik Buterin wants to see Ethereum return to its initial “cypherpunk” vision, which was swept under the...
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📈 📉 The turbulence of the 2023 crypto markets was perfectly captured in these influential tweets.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Top 10 most influential crypto tweets of 2023
Here are the most influential tweets of 2023 that shook the crypto markets, from the SEC nightmare to a ...
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The price of Solana (SOL) has pulled back since hitting its yearly high on Dec. 26, with Binance's BNB
reclaiming its position as the fourth largest crypto by market cap. 
... See more

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Solana retraces back to pre-Xmas prices as BNB retakes 4th spot
BNB has once again overtaken Solana in market cap as SOL hands back its post-Christmas gains.
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Dive into the transformative power of blockchain across retail, healthcare, and more. From transparency to
efficiency, discover how blockchain is reshaping service sectors and paving the way for a more secure and
efficient future.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Why the service industry needs blockchain, explained
The service industry needs blockchain for enhanced security, transparency and efficiency in managing tr...
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Crypto hacking group Pink Drainer stole $4.4M worth of LINK from a single victim via a phishing scam,
according to Scam Sniffer. At this stage, It is unclear how the victim interacted with the phishing website.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Hacking group Pink Drainer strikes again, pilfering $4.4M from just 1 victim
A Chainlink investor lost $4.4 million worth of LINK tokens in a phishing scam tied to Pink Drainer.
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